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over 350 exercises will prove invaluable as a
teaching aid. This account will be welcomed by
advanced students of pure mathematics at
colleges and universities.
A User's Guide to Spectral Sequences - John
McCleary 2001
Spectral sequences are among the most elegant
and powerful methods of computation in
mathematics. This book describes some of the
most important examples of spectral sequences
and some of their most spectacular applications.
The first part treats the algebraic foundations
for this sort of homological algebra, starting
from informal calculations. The heart of the text
is an exposition of the classical examples from
homotopy theory, with chapters on the LeraySerre spectral sequence, the Eilenberg-Moore
spectral sequence, the Adams spectral sequence,
and, in this new edition, the Bockstein spectral
sequence. The last part of the book treats
applications throughout mathematics, including
the theory of knots and links, algebraic
geometry, differential geometry and algebra.
This is an excellent reference for students and
researchers in geometry, topology, and algebra.
Basic Algebraic Topology and its Applications Mahima Ranjan Adhikari 2016-09-16
This book provides an accessible introduction to
algebraic topology, a field at the intersection of
topology, geometry and algebra, together with
its applications. Moreover, it covers several
related topics that are in fact important in the
overall scheme of algebraic topology.
Comprising eighteen chapters and two
appendices, the book integrates various
concepts of algebraic topology, supported by
examples, exercises, applications and historical

Singular Homology Theory - W.S. Massey
2012-12-06
This textbook on homology and cohomology
theory is geared towards the beginning graduate
student. Singular homology theory is developed
systematically, avoiding all unnecessary
definitions, terminology, and technical
machinery. Wherever possible, the geometric
motivation behind various algebraic concepts is
emphasized. The only formal prerequisites are
knowledge of the basic facts of abelian groups
and point set topology. Singular Homology
Theory is a continuation of t he author's earlier
book, Algebraic Topology: An Introduction,
which presents such important supplementary
material as the theory of the fundamental group
and a thorough discussion of 2-dimensional
manifolds. However, this earlier book is not a
prerequisite for understanding Singular
Homology Theory.
A First Course in Algebraic Topology - Czes
Kosniowski 1980-09-25
This self-contained introduction to algebraic
topology is suitable for a number of topology
courses. It consists of about one quarter 'general
topology' (without its usual pathologies) and
three quarters 'algebraic topology' (centred
around the fundamental group, a readily
grasped topic which gives a good idea of what
algebraic topology is). The book has emerged
from courses given at the University of
Newcastle-upon-Tyne to senior undergraduates
and beginning postgraduates. It has been
written at a level which will enable the reader to
use it for self-study as well as a course book. The
approach is leisurely and a geometric flavour is
evident throughout. The many illustrations and
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notes. Primarily intended as a textbook, the book
offers a valuable resource for undergraduate,
postgraduate and advanced mathematics
students alike. Focusing more on the geometric
than on algebraic aspects of the subject, as well
as its natural development, the book conveys the
basic language of modern algebraic topology by
exploring homotopy, homology and cohomology
theories, and examines a variety of spaces:
spheres, projective spaces, classical groups and
their quotient spaces, function spaces,
polyhedra, topological groups, Lie groups and
cell complexes, etc. The book studies a variety of
maps, which are continuous functions between
spaces. It also reveals the importance of
algebraic topology in contemporary
mathematics, theoretical physics, computer
science, chemistry, economics, and the
biological and medical sciences, and encourages
students to engage in further study.
Algebra - Serge Lang 2005-06-21
This book is intended as a basic text for a one
year course in algebra at the graduate level or
as a useful reference for mathematicians and
professionals who use higher-level algebra. This
book successfully addresses all of the basic
concepts of algebra. For the new edition, the
author has added exercises and made numerous
corrections to the text. From MathSciNet's
review of the first edition: "The author has an
impressive knack for presenting the important
and interesting ideas of algebra in just the
"right" way, and he never gets bogged down in
the dry formalism which pervades some parts of
algebra."
A Basic Course in Algebraic Topology William S. Massey 2019-06-28
This textbook is intended for a course in
algebraic topology at the beginning graduate
level. The main topics covered are the
classification of compact 2-manifolds, the
fundamental group, covering spaces, singular
homology theory, and singular cohomology
theory. These topics are developed
systematically, avoiding all unnecessary
definitions, terminology, and technical
machinery. The text consists of material from
the first five chapters of the author's earlier
book, Algebraic Topology; an Introduction (GTM
56) together with almost all of his book, Singular
Homology Theory (GTM 70). The material from

the two earlier books has been substantially
revised, corrected, and brought up to date.
An Introduction to Algebraic Topology
- Joseph J.
Rotman 2013-11-11
A clear exposition, with exercises, of the basic
ideas of algebraic topology. Suitable for a twosemester course at the beginning graduate level,
it assumes a knowledge of point set topology and
basic algebra. Although categories and functors
are introduced early in the text, excessive
generality is avoided, and the author explains
the geometric or analytic origins of abstract
concepts as they are introduced.
Journey into Mathematics - Joseph J. Rotman
2013-01-18
This treatment covers the mechanics of writing
proofs, the area and circumference of circles,
and complex numbers and their application to
real numbers. 1998 edition.
A First Course in Abstract Algebra - Joseph J.
Rotman 2000
This spectacularly clear introduction to abstract
algebra is is designed to make the study of all
required topics and the reading and writing of
proofs both accessible and enjoyable for readers
encountering the subject for the first time.
Number Theory. Groups. Commutative Rings.
Modules. Algebras. Principal Idea Domains.
Group Theory II. Polynomials In Several
Variables. For anyone interested in learning
abstract algebra.
Algebraic Topology - William Fulton
1997-09-05
To the Teacher. This book is designed to
introduce a student to some of the important
ideas of algebraic topology by emphasizing the
re lations of these ideas with other areas of
mathematics. Rather than choosing one point of
view of modem topology (homotopy theory,
simplicial complexes, singular theory, axiomatic
homology, differ ential topology, etc.), we
concentrate our attention on concrete prob lems
in low dimensions, introducing only as much
algebraic machin ery as necessary for the
problems we meet. This makes it possible to see
a wider variety of important features of the
subject than is usual in a beginning text. The
book is designed for students of mathematics or
science who are not aiming to become practicing
algebraic topol ogists-without, we hope,
discouraging budding topologists. We also feel
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that this approach is in better harmony with the
historical devel opment of the subject. What
would we like a student to know after a first
course in to pology (assuming we reject the
answer: half of what one would like the student
to know after a second course in topology)? Our
answers to this have guided the choice of
material, which includes: under standing the
relation between homology and integration, first
on plane domains, later on Riemann surfaces
and in higher dimensions; wind ing numbers and
degrees of mappings, fixed-point theorems; appli
cations such as the Jordan curve theorem,
invariance of domain; in dices of vector fields
and Euler characteristics; fundamental groups
Categories and Sheaves - Masaki Kashiwara
2005-12-20
Categories and sheaves appear almost
frequently in contemporary advanced
mathematics. This book covers categories,
homological algebra and sheaves in a systematic
manner starting from scratch and continuing
with full proofs to the most recent results in the
literature, and sometimes beyond. The authors
present the general theory of categories and
functors, emphasizing inductive and projective
limits, tensor categories, representable functors,
ind-objects and localization.
Advanced Linear Algebra - Steven Roman
2007-12-31
Covers a notably broad range of topics,
including some topics not generally found in
linear algebra books Contains a discussion of the
basics of linear algebra
Algebra: Chapter 0 - Paolo Aluffi 2009
Algebra: Chapter 0 is a self-contained
introduction to the main topics of algebra,
suitable for a first sequence on the subject at the
beginning graduate or upper undergraduate
level. The primary distinguishing feature of the
book, compared to standard textbooks in
algebra, is the early introduction of categories,
used as a unifying theme in the presentation of
the main topics. A second feature consists of an
emphasis on homological algebra: basic notions
on complexes are presented as soon as modules
have been introduced, and an extensive last
chapter on homological algebra can form the
basis for a follow-up introductory course on the
subject. Approximately 1,000 exercises both
provide adequate practice to consolidate the

understanding of the main body of the text and
offer the opportunity to explore many other
topics, including applications to number theory
and algebraic geometry. This will allow
instructors to adapt the textbook to their specific
choice of topics and provide the independent
reader with a richer exposure to algebra. Many
exercises include substantial hints, and
navigation of the topics is facilitated by an
extensive index and by hundreds of crossreferences.
Numerical Solution of SDE Through Computer
Experiments - Peter Eris Kloeden 2012-12-06
This book provides an easily accessible,
computationally-oriented introduction into the
numerical solution of stochastic differential
equations using computer experiments. It
develops in the reader an ability to apply
numerical methods solving stochastic
differential equations. It also creates an intuitive
understanding of the necessary theoretical
background. Software containing programs for
over 100 problems is available online.
Algebraic Geometry - Robin Hartshorne
2013-06-29
An introduction to abstract algebraic geometry,
with the only prerequisites being results from
commutative algebra, which are stated as
needed, and some elementary topology. More
than 400 exercises distributed throughout the
book offer specific examples as well as more
specialised topics not treated in the main text,
while three appendices present brief accounts of
some areas of current research. This book can
thus be used as textbook for an introductory
course in algebraic geometry following a basic
graduate course in algebra. Robin Hartshorne
studied algebraic geometry with Oscar Zariski
and David Mumford at Harvard, and with J.-P.
Serre and A. Grothendieck in Paris. He is the
author of "Residues and Duality", "Foundations
of Projective Geometry", "Ample Subvarieties of
Algebraic Varieties", and numerous research
titles.
Elements of Combinatorial and Differential
Topology - V. V. Prasolov 2022-03-25
Modern topology uses very diverse methods.
This book is devoted largely to methods of
combinatorial topology, which reduce the study
of topological spaces to investigations of their
partitions into elementary sets, and to methods
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of differential topology, which deal with smooth
manifolds and smooth maps. Many topological
problems can be solved by using either of these
two kinds of methods, combinatorial or
differential. In such cases, both approaches are
discussed. One of the main goals of this book is
to advance as far as possible in the study of the
properties of topological spaces (especially
manifolds) without employing complicated
techniques. This distinguishes it from the
majority of other books on topology. The book
contains many problems; almost all of them are
supplied with hints or complete solutions.
Differential Algebraic Topology - Matthias Kreck
2010
This book presents a geometric introduction to
the homology of topological spaces and the
cohomology of smooth manifolds. The author
introduces a new class of stratified spaces, socalled stratifolds. He derives basic concepts
from differential topology such as Sard's
theorem, partitions of unity and transversality.
Based on this, homology groups are constructed
in the framework of stratifolds and the homology
axioms are proved. This implies that for nice
spaces these homology groups agree with
ordinary singular homology. Besides the
standard computations of homology groups
using the axioms, straightforward constructions
of important homology classes are given. The
author also defines stratifold cohomology groups
following an idea of Quillen. Again, certain
important cohomology classes occur very
naturally in this description, for example, the
characteristic classes which are constructed in
the book and applied later on. One of the most
fundamental results, Poincare duality, is almost
a triviality in this approach. Some fundamental
invariants, such as the Euler characteristic and
the signature, are derived from (co)homology
groups. These invariants play a significant role
in some of the most spectacular results in
differential topology. In particular, the author
proves a special case of Hirzebruch's signature
theorem and presents as a highlight Milnor's
exotic 7-spheres. This book is based on courses
the author taught in Mainz and Heidelberg.
Readers should be familiar with the basic
notions of point-set topology and differential
topology. The book can be used for a combined
introduction to differential and algebraic

topology, as well as for a quick presentation of
(co)homology in a course about differential
geometry.
Learning Modern Algebra - Al Cuoco 2013
Learning Modern Algebra aligns with the CBMS
Mathematical Education of Teachers–II
recommendations, in both content and practice.
It emphasizes rings and fields over groups, and
it makes explicit connections between the ideas
of abstract algebra and the mathematics used by
high school teachers. It provides opportunities
for prospective and practicing teachers to
experience mathematics for themselves, before
the formalities are developed, and it is explicit
about the mathematical habits of mind that lie
beneath the definitions and theorems.This book
is designed for prospective and practicing high
school mathematics teachers, but it can serve as
a text for standard abstract algebra courses as
well. The presentation is organized historically:
the Babylonians introduced Pythagorean triples
to teach the Pythagorean theorem; these were
classified by Diophantus, and eventually this led
Fermat to conjecture his Last Theorem. The text
shows how much of modern algebra arose in
attempts to prove this; it also shows how other
important themes in algebra arose from
questions related to teaching. Indeed, modern
algebra is a very useful tool for teachers, with
deep connections to the actual content of high
school mathematics, as well as to the
mathematics teachers use in their profession
that doesn't necessarily “end up on the
blackboard." The focus is on number theory,
polynomials, and commutative rings. Group
theory is introduced near the end of the text to
explain why generalizations of the quadratic
formula do not exist for polynomials of high
degree, allowing the reader to appreciate the
more general work of Galois and Abel on roots of
polynomials. Results and proofs are motivated
with specific examples whenever possible, so
that abstractions emerge from concrete
experience. Applications range from the theory
of repeating decimals to the use of imaginary
quadratic fields to construct problems with
rational solutions. While such applications are
integrated throughout, each chapter also
contains a section giving explicit connections
between the content of the chapter and high
school teaching.
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An Introduction to Homological Algebra Joseph J. Rotman 2008-12-10
Graduate mathematics students will find this
book an easy-to-follow, step-by-step guide to the
subject. Rotman’s book gives a treatment of
homological algebra which approaches the
subject in terms of its origins in algebraic
topology. In this new edition the book has been
updated and revised throughout and new
material on sheaves and cup products has been
added. The author has also included material
about homotopical algebra, alias K-theory.
Learning homological algebra is a two-stage
affair. First, one must learn the language of Ext
and Tor. Second, one must be able to compute
these things with spectral sequences. Here is a
work that combines the two.
An Introduction to Algebraic Topology
- Joseph
Rotman 1998-07-22
A clear exposition, with exercises, of the basic
ideas of algebraic topology. Suitable for a twosemester course at the beginning graduate level,
it assumes a knowledge of point set topology and
basic algebra. Although categories and functors
are introduced early in the text, excessive
generality is avoided, and the author explains
the geometric or analytic origins of abstract
concepts as they are introduced.
Elements of Homology Theory - Viktor
Vasilʹevich Prasolov 2007
The book is a continuation of the previous book
by the author (Elements of Combinatorial and
Differential Topology, Graduate Studies in
Mathematics, Volume 74, American
Mathematical Society, 2006). It starts with the
definition of simplicial homology and
cohomology, with many examples and
applications. Then the Kolmogorov-Alexander
multiplication in cohomology is introduced. A
significant part of the book is devoted to
applications of simplicial homology and
cohomology to obstruction theory, in particular,
to characteristic classes of vector bundles. The
later chapters are concerned with singular
homology and cohomology, and Cech and de
Rham cohomology. The book ends with various
applications of homology to the topology of
manifolds, some of which might be of interest to
experts in the area. The book contains many
problems; almost all of them are provided with
hints or complete solutions.

Electromagnetic Theory and Computation Paul W. Gross 2004-06-14
This book explores the connection between
algebraic structures in topology and
computational methods for 3-dimensional
electric and magnetic field computation. The
connection between topology and
electromagnetism has been known since the
19th century, but there has been little exposition
of its relevance to computational methods in
modern topological language. This book is an
effort to close that gap. It will be of interest to
people working in finite element methods for
electromagnetic computation and those who
have an interest in numerical and industrial
applications of algebraic topology.
Lecture Notes in Algebraic Topology
- James F.
Davis and Paul Kirk
The amount of algebraic topology a graduate
student specializing in topology must learn can
be intimidating. Moreover, by their second year
of graduate studies, students must make the
transition from understanding simple proofs lineby-line to understanding the overall structure of
proofs of difficult theorems. To help students
make this transition, the material in this book is
presented in an increasingly sophisticated
manner. It is intended to bridge the gap between
algebraic andgeometric topology, both by
providing the algebraic tools that a geometric
topologist needs and by concentrating on those
areas of algebraic topology that are
geometrically motivated. Prerequisites for using
this book include basic set-theoretic topology,
the definition of CW-complexes, someknowledge
of the fundamental group/covering space theory,
and the construction of singular homology. Most
of this material is briefly reviewed at the
beginning of the book. The topics discussed by
the authors include typical material for first- and
second-year graduate courses. The core of the
exposition consists of chapters on homotopy
groups and on spectral sequences. There is also
material that would interest students of
geometric topology (homology with local
coefficients and obstructiontheory) and
algebraic topology (spectra and generalized
homology), as well as preparation for more
advanced topics such as algebraic $K$-theory
and the s-cobordism theorem. A unique feature
of the book is the inclusion, at the end of each
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chapter, of several projects that require students
to presentproofs of substantial theorems and to
write notes accompanying their explanations.
Working on these projects allows students to
grapple with the ``big picture'', teaches them
how to give mathematical lectures, and prepares
them for participating in research seminars. The
book is designed as a textbook for graduate
students studying algebraic and geometric
topology and homotopy theory. It will also be
useful for students from other fields such as
differential geometry, algebraic geometry,
andhomological algebra. The exposition in the
text is clear; special cases are presented over
complex general statements.
Lectures on Algebraic Topology - Sergeĭ
Vladimirovich Matveev 2006
Algebraic topology is the study of the global
properties of spaces by means of algebra. It is an
important branch of modern mathematics with a
wide degree of applicability to other fields,
including geometric topology, differential
geometry, functional analysis, differential
equations, algebraic geometry, number theory,
and theoretical physics. This book provides an
introduction to the basic concepts and methods
of algebraic topology for the beginner. It
presents elements of both homology theory and
homotopy theory, and includes various
applications. The author's intention is to rely on
the geometric approach by appealing to the
reader's own intuition to help understanding.
The numerous illustrations in the text also serve
this purpose. Two features make the text
different from the standard literature: first,
special attention is given to providing explicit
algorithms for calculating the homology groups
and for manipulating the fundamental groups.
Second, the book contains many exercises, all of
which are supplied with hints or solutions. This
makes the book suitable for both classroom use
and for independent study.
Classical Topology and Combinatorial Group
Theory - John Stillwell 2012-12-06
In recent years, many students have been
introduced to topology in high school
mathematics. Having met the Mobius band, the
seven bridges of Konigsberg, Euler's polyhedron
formula, and knots, the student is led to expect
that these picturesque ideas will come to full
flower in university topology courses. What a

disappointment "undergraduate topology"
proves to be! In most institutions it is either a
service course for analysts, on abstract spaces,
or else an introduction to homological algebra in
which the only geometric activity is the
completion of commutative diagrams. Pictures
are kept to a minimum, and at the end the
student still does nr~ understand the simplest
topological facts, such as the rcason why knots
exist. In my opinion, a well-balanced
introduction to topology should stress its
intuitive geometric aspect, while admitting the
legitimate interest that analysts and algebraists
have in the subject. At any rate, this is the aim of
the present book. In support of this view, I have
followed the historical development where
practicable, since it clearly shows the influence
of geometric thought at all stages. This is not to
claim that topology received its main impetus
from geometric recreations like the seven
bridges; rather, it resulted from the l'isualization
of problems from other parts of mathematicscomplex analysis (Riemann), mechanics
(Poincare), and group theory (Dehn). It is these
connec tions to other parts of mathematics
which make topology an important as well as a
beautiful subject.
Introduction to Homological Algebra, 85 Joseph J. Rotman 1979-09-07
An Introduction to Homological Algebra
discusses the origins of algebraic topology. It
also presents the study of homological algebra
as a two-stage affair. First, one must learn the
language of Ext and Tor and what it describes.
Second, one must be able to compute these
things, and often, this involves yet another
language: spectral sequences. Homological
algebra is an accessible subject to those who
wish to learn it, and this book is the author’s
attempt to make it lovable. This book comprises
11 chapters, with an introductory chapter that
focuses on line integrals and independence of
path, categories and functors, tensor products,
and singular homology. Succeeding chapters
discuss Hom and X; projectives, injectives, and
flats; specific rings; extensions of groups;
homology; Ext; Tor; son of specific rings; the
return of cohomology of groups; and spectral
sequences, such as bicomplexes, Kunneth
Theorems, and Grothendieck Spectral
Sequences. This book will be of interest to
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practitioners in the field of pure and applied
mathematics.
Basic Algebraic Topology - Anant R. Shastri
2016-02-03
Building on rudimentary knowledge of real
analysis, point-set topology, and basic algebra,
Basic Algebraic Topology provides plenty of
material for a two-semester course in algebraic
topology. The book first introduces the
necessary fundamental concepts, such as
relative homotopy, fibrations and cofibrations,
category theory, cell complexes, and si
More Concise Algebraic Topology - J. P. May
2012-02
With firm foundations dating only from the
1950s, algebraic topology is a relatively young
area of mathematics. There are very few
textbooks that treat fundamental topics beyond a
first course, and many topics now essential to
the field are not treated in any textbook. J. Peter
May’s A Concise Course in Algebraic Topology
addresses the standard first course material,
such as fundamental groups, covering spaces,
the basics of homotopy theory, and homology
and cohomology. In this sequel, May and his
coauthor, Kathleen Ponto, cover topics that are
essential for algebraic topologists and others
interested in algebraic topology, but that are not
treated in standard texts. They focus on the
localization and completion of topological
spaces, model categories, and Hopf algebras.
The first half of the book sets out the basic
theory of localization and completion of nilpotent
spaces, using the most elementary treatment the
authors know of. It makes no use of simplicial
techniques or model categories, and it provides
full details of other necessary preliminaries.
With these topics as motivation, most of the
second half of the book sets out the theory of
model categories, which is the central
organizing framework for homotopical algebra in
general. Examples from topology and
homological algebra are treated in parallel. A
short last part develops the basic theory of
bialgebras and Hopf algebras.
Foundations of Hyperbolic Manifolds - John
Ratcliffe 2013-03-09
This book is an exposition of the theoretical
foundations of hyperbolic manifolds. It is
intended to be used both as a textbook and as a
reference. Particular emphasis has been placed

on readability and completeness of ar gument.
The treatment of the material is for the most
part elementary and self-contained. The reader
is assumed to have a basic knowledge of algebra
and topology at the first-year graduate level of
an American university. The book is divided into
three parts. The first part, consisting of Chap
ters 1-7, is concerned with hyperbolic geometry
and basic properties of discrete groups of
isometries of hyperbolic space. The main results
are the existence theorem for discrete reflection
groups, the Bieberbach theorems, and Selberg's
lemma. The second part, consisting of Chapters
8-12, is de voted to the theory of hyperbolic
manifolds. The main results are Mostow's
rigidity theorem and the determination of the
structure of geometrically finite hyperbolic
manifolds. The third part, consisting of Chapter
13, in tegrates the first two parts in a
development of the theory of hyperbolic
orbifolds. The main results are the construction
of the universal orbifold covering space and
Poincare's fundamental polyhedron theorem.
Lecture Notes in Algebraic Topology
- James
Frederic Davis 2001
The amount of algebraic topology a graduate
student specializing in topology must learn can
be intimidating. Moreover, by their second year
of graduate studies, students must make the
transition from understanding simple proofs lineby-line to understanding the overall structure of
proofs of difficult theorems. To help students
make this transition, the material in this book is
presented in an increasingly sophisticated
manner. It is intended to bridge the gap between
algebraic and geometric topology, both by
providing the algebraic tools that a geometric
topologist needs and by concentrating on those
areas of algebraic topology that are
geometrically motivated. Prerequisites for using
this book include basic set-theoretic topology,
the definition of CW-complexes, some knowledge
of the fundamental group/covering space theory,
and the construction of singular homology. Most
of this material is briefly reviewed at the
beginning of the book. The topics discussed by
the authors include typical material for first- and
second-year graduate courses. The core of the
exposition consists of chapters on homotopy
groups and on spectral sequences. There is also
material that would interest students of
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geometric topology (homology with local
coefficients and obstruction theory) and
algebraic topology (spectra and generalized
homology), as well as preparation for more
advanced topics such as algebraic $K$-theory
and the s-cobordism theorem. A unique feature
of the book is the inclusion, at the end of each
chapter, of several projects that require students
to present proofs of substantial theorems and to
write notes accompanying their explanations.
Working on these projects allows students to
grapple with the ``big picture'', teaches them
how to give mathematical lectures, and prepares
them for participating in research seminars. The
book is designed as a textbook for graduate
students studying algebraic and geometric
topology and homotopy theory. It will also be
useful for students from other fields such as
differential geometry, algebraic geometry, and
homological algebra. The exposition in the text is
clear; special cases are presented over complex
general statements.
Topology Illustrated
- Peter Saveliev 2016-02-02
This book follows a two-semester first course in
topology with emphasis on algebraic topology.
Some of the applications are: the shape of the
universe, configuration spaces, digital image
analysis, data analysis, social choice, exchange
economy. An overview of discrete calculus is
also included. The book contains over 1000 color
illustrations and over 1000 exercises.
An Introduction to Homological Algebra Joseph Rotman 2008-11-25
Graduate mathematics students will find this
book an easy-to-follow, step-by-step guide to the
subject. Rotman’s book gives a treatment of
homological algebra which approaches the
subject in terms of its origins in algebraic
topology. In this new edition the book has been
updated and revised throughout and new
material on sheaves and cup products has been
added. The author has also included material
about homotopical algebra, alias K-theory.
Learning homological algebra is a two-stage
affair. First, one must learn the language of Ext
and Tor. Second, one must be able to compute
these things with spectral sequences. Here is a
work that combines the two.
An Introduction to Homological Algebra Charles A. Weibel 1995-10-27
The landscape of homological algebra has

evolved over the last half-century into a
fundamental tool for the working mathematician.
This book provides a unified account of
homological algebra as it exists today. The
historical connection with topology, regular local
rings, and semi-simple Lie algebras are also
described. This book is suitable for second or
third year graduate students. The first half of the
book takes as its subject the canonical topics in
homological algebra: derived functors, Tor and
Ext, projective dimensions and spectral
sequences. Homology of group and Lie algebras
illustrate these topics. Intermingled are less
canonical topics, such as the derived inverse
limit functor lim1, local cohomology, Galois
cohomology, and affine Lie algebras. The last
part of the book covers less traditional topics
that are a vital part of the modern homological
toolkit: simplicial methods, Hochschild and
cyclic homology, derived categories and total
derived functors. By making these tools more
accessible, the book helps to break down the
technological barrier between experts and
casual users of homological algebra.
Topology and Geometry - Glen E. Bredon
2013-03-09
This book offers an introductory course in
algebraic topology. Starting with general
topology, it discusses differentiable manifolds,
cohomology, products and duality, the
fundamental group, homology theory, and
homotopy theory. From the reviews: "An
interesting and original graduate text in
topology and geometry...a good lecturer can use
this text to create a fine course....A beginning
graduate student can use this text to learn a
great deal of mathematics."—-MATHEMATICAL
REVIEWS
Lectures on Algebraic Topology
- Marvin J.
Greenberg 1967
A Course in Homological Algebra - P.J. Hilton
2013-03-09
In this chapter we are largely influenced in our
choice of material by the demands of the rest of
the book. However, we take the view that this is
an opportunity for the student to grasp basic
categorical notions which permeate so much of
mathematics today, including, of course,
algebraic topology, so that we do not allow
ourselves to be rigidly restricted by our
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Additional chapters are devoted to the geometry
of manifolds, cell complexes and fibre bundles. A
special feature is the rich supply of nearly 500
exercises and problems. Several sections include
topics which have not appeared before in
textbooks as well as simplified proofs for some
important results. Prerequisites are standard
point set topology (as recalled in the first
chapter), elementary algebraic notions (modules,
tensor product), and some terminology from
category theory. The aim of the book is to
introduce advanced undergraduate and graduate
(master's) students to basic tools, concepts and
results of algebraic topology. Sufficient
background material from geometry and algebra
is included.
Algebraic Topology - Allen Hatcher 2002
An introductory textbook suitable for use in a
course or for self-study, featuring broad
coverage of the subject and a readable
exposition, with many examples and exercises.
A Concise Course in Algebraic Topology - J. P.
May 1999-09
Algebraic topology is a basic part of modern
mathematics, and some knowledge of this area is
indispensable for any advanced work relating to
geometry, including topology itself, differential
geometry, algebraic geometry, and Lie groups.
This book provides a detailed treatment of
algebraic topology both for teachers of the
subject and for advanced graduate students in
mathematics either specializing in this area or
continuing on to other fields. J. Peter May's
approach reflects the enormous internal
developments within algebraic topology over the
past several decades, most of which are largely
unknown to mathematicians in other fields. But
he also retains the classical presentations of
various topics where appropriate. Most chapters
end with problems that further explore and
refine the concepts presented. The final four
chapters provide sketches of substantial areas of
algebraic topology that are normally omitted
from introductory texts, and the book concludes
with a list of suggested readings for those
interested in delving further into the field.

immediate objectives. A reader totally unfamiliar
with category theory may find it easiest to
restrict his first reading of Chapter II to Sections
1 to 6; large parts of the book are
understandable with the material presented in
these sections. Another reader, who had already
met many examples of categorical formulations
and concepts might, in fact, prefer to look at
Chapter II before reading Chapter I. Of course
the reader thoroughly familiar with category
theory could, in principal, omit Chapter II,
except perhaps to familiarize himself with the
notations employed. In Chapter III we begin the
proper study of homological algebra by looking
in particular at the group ExtA(A, B), where A
and Bare A-modules. It is shown how this group
can be calculated by means of a projective
presentation of A, or an injective presentation of
B; and how it may also be identified with the
group of equivalence classes of extensions of the
quotient module A by the submodule B.
Algebraic Topology - Edwin H. Spanier
2012-12-06
This book surveys the fundamental ideas of
algebraic topology. The first part covers the
fundamental group, its definition and application
in the study of covering spaces. The second part
turns to homology theory including cohomology,
cup products, cohomology operations and
topological manifolds. The final part is devoted
to Homotropy theory, including basic facts about
homotropy groups and applications to
obstruction theory.
Algebraic Topology - Tammo tom Dieck 2008
This book is written as a textbook on algebraic
topology. The first part covers the material for
two introductory courses about homotopy and
homology. The second part presents more
advanced applications and concepts (duality,
characteristic classes, homotopy groups of
spheres, bordism). The author recommends
starting an introductory course with homotopy
theory. For this purpose, classical results are
presented with new elementary proofs.
Alternatively, one could start more traditionally
with singular and axiomatic homology.
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